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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: From SWPC's Terry Onsager:These data are essential to SWPC operations.  Overall, he sees SEISS SGPS to be performing very well.  The Solar Radiation Storm Scale is based solely on SGPS.  Aviation industry relies on this for solar blackout info tied to protons.  Satellite industry also uses these data fro launch support and spacecraft anomaly resolution.  These data are also essential for tracking dangerous proton information for Human space exploration now and into the future for both govt and private sector endeavors  SWPC is one of 3 ICAO global centers providing space wx advisories for international aviation.  One such advisory is for radiation services.  GOES-16 spacecraft is the first spacecraft without a 'HEPAD' high energy proton detector.  The differential spectrum and single integral channel, both from SEISS, have effectively replaced that historical (and expensive) HEPAD capability...  very nice to see the risk has been fully mitigated and the GOES-R approach has been fruitful.  SWPC concurs with NCEI-CO's recommendation of full validation maturity.  From Brian Kress:3 relevant mission requirements and each have 2 PLPTs: -04 & -06:SGPS orthogonally/coverage, SGPS measurement range, SGPS measurement accuracyEnergetic ions in space are Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) and Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs).  Measured flux is a function of counts and integrated geometric factor.  Slide 14 - Provisional caveats from July 11, 2018.Temperature dependence fluctuations are removed for L2 usage purposes.  Appreciated slides regarding continuity from GOES-NOP series to GOES-R series.  Ongoing work to mitigate anomalous channels via option to remove a channel from calculations and implement an option to use any combination of channels for flux calculation and event detection.  Aside from the Sept 2017 case, there hasn't been any other remarkable particle event.  Nevertheless, the instrument response is in line with expected performance from that single case as well as the relatively lower constant day-to-day measurements.  By the way, GOES-13 also had a long period without solar activity but the NCEI-CO team was able to characterize space wx instrument performance then as well.  Review Participants:  Brian GockelBrian KressLiz KlineJim YoeJanet LarsonMatt SeyboldMaurice McHughMichael ShallcrossRandall RaceTerry OnsangerTom FeroliTom RenkevensJonathan ParhamJon FulbrightAlisa YoungCraig KeelerKatie PittsWilliam Rowland  Kumar TadikondaPanel Review Deliberation Participants:Matt Seybold (chair proxy for Dan Lindsey)Jon FulbrightLiz KlineRandy RaceTom FeroliWilliam RowlandCraig KeelerBrian GockelJim YoeMaurice McHughTerry OnsagerAlisa YoungTom Renkevens
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	Comments: Brian Kress, Athanasios Boudouridis, and Juan Rodriguez presented today's GOES-16 Full Validation Maturity review for the SEISS SGPS (Solar & Galactic Protons) L1b product.  This validation effort was thorough, complete, and insightful.  Kudos to Brian, Athanasios, and Juan for their work since GOES-16 launch, ultimately leading to this declaration of Full Validation maturity.  PRO and NCEI-CO will work together to collect and post all data caveats on the public website for customer purposes.  There are no outstanding ADRs at this stage; however, as always the science continues in order to fully grasp and explain all data artifacts:1)  SGPS +X P7 and -X P4 correction is too low  (ADR TBD)  Appears to be an instrument issue, not a L1b PG issue.  Waiting for a solar particle event (SPE).  Considering submission of a mitigating correction factor.  2)  SGPS P5 electron contamination exists, but small magnitude.  ATC has a correction, which may be pursued.  ADR TBD.  3)  SGPS He processing in L1b. (ADR 1025).  On hold and coming after GOES-T launch for purposes of an EHIS fix.  Will need to carefully interleave the He ADR 1025 updates (including alpha updates - perhaps with or without their own quality review) while simultaneously conducting provisional validation efforts.  The provisional validation efforts will take priority, but PRO will work with NCEI-CO to deconflict these two efforts.  More notes are listed below on page 2 of this disposition.


